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Abstract
In this paper, we demonstrate that the ADER approach as it is used inter alia in [29] can be seen
as a special interpretation of the deferred correction (DeC) method as introduced in [6]. By using this
fact, we are able to embed ADER in a theoretical background of time integration schemes and prove the
relation between the accuracy order and the number of iterations which are needed to reach the desired
order. Finally, we can also investigate the stability regions for the ADER approach for different orders
using several basis functions and compare them with the DeC ansatz.
1 Introduction
Very high-order methods have become rather ubiquitous in the field of numerical methods for hyperbolic
partial differential equations. There are many methods which obtain an arbitrarily high-order in its spatial
discretization, namely, discontinuous Galerkin [7, 18], spectral difference method [15, 8], etc. When con-
sidering time-dependent problems, the time integration must have the same order of convergence as of the
spatial one, in order to formally guarantee the high order space-time convergence.
Explicit Runge–Kutta methods have long been used for its simplicity and ease of implementation. However,
in the context of conservation laws, it is desirable for time integration to be Total Variation Diminishing
(TVD), in order to avoid spurious oscillations. Runge-Kutta timestepping schemes that are TVD are the
so called Strong Stability Preserving (TVD-SSP RK) schemes and they hit an accuracy barrier, as these
methods cannot be higher than forth order [22].
There are, however, timestepping methods which promise arbitrarily high accuracy, without the necessity to
compute Butcher like coefficient tables, such as Defereed Correction [6], ADER [26], SBP [17] or (continuous
or discontinuous) Galerkin approaches also in time.
The deferred correction method was first introduced in the context of ODEs, and later, formulated as a
timestepping scheme for PDEs in conjunction with Finite Element ansatzes [1, 14]. The key idea of DeC is
based on the Picard-Lindelf Theorem and especially on Picard iteration. In every iteration step, we decrease
the error of the numerical solution until we reach a fixed bound / limit. Extension to implicit or semi-implicit
variation exist [16] but we concentrate on the explicit version. From our point of view, some advantages of
DeC compared with explicit RK are the possibility to use an FE ansatz in space and avoid the inversion of
mass matrix to obtain a full discretization of a PDE as described in [1] or to obtain arbitrary high order
time accuracy without computing the order conditions checks.
The ADER approach, introduced firstly in [26] and further developed in many other works, e.g. [5, 24,
29], remains quite elusive and misunderstood in the broad community of numerical analysis for hyperbolic
problems, despite being able to achieve arbitrary high order in time without the well known barriers found
in, for example, TVD-SSP RK.
The first ADER methods for linear hyperbolic equations were presented in [23, 26]. The (historical) ADER
(Advection-Diffusion-Reaction) approach, described in the paper “ADER: Arbitrary High Order Godunov
Approach” [24], extends what the method to nonlinear hyperbolic systems, achieving arbitrary high order
accuracy both in time and space. The key ingredient of this approach is to consider a generalised Riemann
Problem [25].
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Later, in [5], a different formulation of ADER is presented, which can be interpreted as a space-time finite
element method. This is the ADER approach that we consider in this paper, referring to it as the modern
ADER (described in detail in section 2). Although used abundantly in many codes, the theoretical properties
of ADER are not well studied. Some literature shows, for example, that for a linear homogeneous system, a
finite number of iterations is sufficient to convergence [11]. However, questions on how to choose integration
points, polynomial basis, are only addressed empirically up-to-our knowledge.
Since DeC and the modern ADER are both iterative approaches, the questions that motivated this paper
are the following:
1. Is there a connection between the ADER timestepping method and the DEC timestepping method?
And if yes, what is this connection?
2. Does the connection between ADER and DEC help us study properties of the ADER scheme?
In order to address these questions, we first introduce the two methods considered. In section 2, we describe
the ADER approach and, in section 3, the Deferred Correction method. Then, in section 4, we show that
these two methods are very similar and that DEC can be written as an ADER scheme and vice versa. This
connection is also verified through numerical experiments shown in section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper
with a discussion in section 6.
2 The (Modern) ADER Approach
In the following section, we will give a short introduction about the ADER approach and how we understand
it. Actually, it is an iterative process to obtain the numerical solution of a given space–time PDE. Therefore,
we consider for simplicity the following scalar (non)linear hyperbolic problem
∂tu+ ∂xf(u) = 0. (1)
Suppose that u(x, t) solves this equation under sufficient boundary and initial conditions. The main idea
of the modern ADER is based on the variational formulation in the finite element context. We suppose to
approximate the field u(x, t) in a set of space nodes {xi}Ii=1 ⊂ R and we denote with the vector α(t) =
{u(xi, t)}Ii=1 : R+ → RI the semidiscretization in space of the function u1.
For the time discretization, we consider a time interval Tn := [tn, tn + ∆t], and we represent α(t) as a linear
combination of basis functions in the time component t:
α(t) =
M∑
m=0
φj(t)α
j = φ(t)Tα, (2)
where φ = [φ0, . . . , φM ]
T : Tn → RM+1 is the vector of time basis functions and α = [α0, . . . ,αM ]T ∈
R(M+1)×I is the vector of coefficients related to the time basis functions for each degree of freedom in space.
Typically, φ are Lagrange basis functions in some nodes
{tm}Mm=0 ⊂ Tn, (3)
e.g. equispaced, Gauss-Lobatto or Gauss-Legendre nodes.
Proceeding with the weak formulation in time, we consider a smooth test function ψ(t) : R → R and we
integrate over some interval Tn.
We consider, from now on, only the time derivatives of the hyperbolic equation (1). In other words, we can
say that, through the method of lines, we make a splitting in space and time because the ADER approach
will be used as the time integration method and it will be fully explicit. For the space discretisation, one can
1By switching from the PDE formulation to the ODE setting, we change also the used notation. Here, u is used in the PDE
case and α when speaking about an ODE.
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use their favorite numerical scheme, inter alia discontinuous Galerkin (DG), flux reconstruction (FR), finite
volume (FV) or ENO/WENO space which finally yield to the different ADER representation like ADER–
WENO or ADER–DG that can be found in literature. Additionally, we will not suffer from any other issues
like accuracy reduction or similar if using one the above described space methods.
We consider, thus, the function F : RI → RI to be the semi-discrete operator in space for all the degrees
of freedom, which is given by the chosen spatial scheme. We can just focus then on the resulting system of
ODEs for α : [0, T ]→ RI
∂tα+ F (α) = 0. (4)
Its variational form in time is given by∫
Tn
ψ(t)∂tα(t)dt+
∫
Tn
ψ(t)F (α(t))dt = 0, ∀ψ : Tn → R. (5)
Now, we replace the unknown with its reconstruction and we choose the test functions to be the same as the
basis functions. This results in the following definition of the operator L2 : R(M+1)×I → R(M+1)×I
L2(α) :=
∫
Tn
φ(t)∂tφ(t)
Tαdt+
∫
Tn
φ(t)F (φ(t)Tα)dt = 0. (6)
Integrating by parts yields
L2(α) = φ(tn+1)φ(tn+1)Tα− φ(tn)α(tn)−
∫
Tn
∂tφ(t)φ(t)
T dtα+
∫
Tn
φ(t)F (φ(t)Tα)dt = 0. (7)
Now, we replace the integrals by quadratures. The quadrature nodes can coincide (or not) with the ones
defining the Lagrange polynomials2. We denote them as {tqz}Zz=0 ⊂ Tn and with respective weights {wz}Zz=0.
We choose the weights, the nodes and the basis functions to be scaled for the interval [0, 1], so that we
explicitly highlight the presence of ∆t = tn+1 − tn. The integration terms reduce to∫
Tn
∂tφ(t)φ(t)
T dtα ≈
Z∑
z=0
wz∂tφ(t
q
z)φ(t
q
z)
Tα
∫
Tn
φ(t)F (φ(t)Tα)dt ≈ ∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφ(t
q
z)F (φ(t
q
z)
Tα).
(8)
Then, the approximation of (7) yields, for every test function indexed by m = 0, . . . ,M
φm(t
n+1)φ(tn+1)Tα−
Z∑
z=0
wz∂tφ(t
q
z)φ(t
q
z)
Tα = φm(t
n)α(tn)−∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφ(t
q
z)F (φ(t
q
z)
Tα). (9)
This is a system of M + 1 equations with M + 1 unknowns for every ODE of the system (4). Actually,
what is expressed here is nothing more than a classical collocation method, c.f. [28], or a high order implicit
RK method. The order depends on the used quadrature rule. Using, as an example, Gauss–Legendre or
Gauss–Lobatto nodes both for the definition of the basis functions and the quadrature nodes results in a
high order quadrature formula. One can also use different points for the quadrature and the basis functions,
resulting in more varieties of this scheme.
We can rewrite the system (9) in a matrix–fashioned way, using the mass matrix M ∈ R(M+1)×(M+1), given
by
M
m,l
:= φm(t
n+1)φl(t
n+1)−
Z∑
z=0
∂tφm(t
q
z)φl(t
q
z)wz (10)
2In this work we choose the quadrature nodes as equidistant, Gauss-Lobatto or Gauss-Legendre nodes. However, in many
application of ADER, Gauss-Legendre nodes are the typical choice to guarantee the exactness of the integration.
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and the right–hand side functional r(α) : R(M+1)×I → R(M+1)×I , given by
r(α)m := φm(t
n)α(tn)−∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφm(t
q
z)F (φ(t
q
z)
Tα), m = 0, · · · ,M + 1. (11)
We have brought on the right–hand side of (9) the nonlinear terms and the explicit ones, while keeping the
linear terms on the left–hand side. Finally, our system to be solved is given by
Mα = r(α)⇐⇒ L2(α) := Mα− r(α) != 0. (12)
This equation is nothing else than a fixed–point problem. Its solution will give us an (M+1)th order accurate
solution in time. It cannot be directly solved when nonlinear fluxes are present, but it can be solved under
certain assumptions with an iterative process in α. Defining the stating guess as α(0) := [α(tn), . . . ,α(tn)]T ,
the algorithm proceeds iteratively as follows
α(k) = M−1r(α(k−1)), k = 1, . . . ,K. (13)
Several questions arise automatically for (13), such as, how is the convergence of the method influenced by
the mass matrix M and, hence, by the node placement? By re-interpreting the new ADER approach into
the DeC framework in section 4, we can answer these and more questions, thanks to the definition of the L2
operator in (12). This serves as a connection to the DeC procedure.
Before introducing the DeC method, we give the following simple example to get more familiar with the
ADER method.
Example 2.1. 2nd order ADER method for ODEs Let us demonstrate a concrete example of the
methodology described above, considering a simple scalar ODE:
α′(t) + F (α) = 0, (14)
with α : [0, T ]→ R.
Let us consider the timestep interval [tn, tn+1], rescaled to [0, 1]. The time interpolation nodes and the
quadrature nodes are given by Gauss-Legendre points (in the interval [0, 1]) and respective quadrature weights.
tq =
(
t0q, t
1
q
)
=
(
t0, t1
)
=
(√
3− 1
2
√
3
,
√
3 + 1
2
√
3
)
, w = (1/2, 1/2) .
The time basis is given by Lagrange interpolation polynomials built on the nodes tq.
φ(t) = (φ0(t), φ1(t)) =
(
t− t1
t0 − t1 ,
t− t0
t1 − t0
)
.
Then, the mass matrix is given by
M
m,l
= φm(1)φl(1)− φ′m(tl)wl, m, l = 0, 1,
thanks to the definition of the Lagrange polynomials.
M =
(
1
√
3−1
2
−
√
3+1
2 1
)
.
The right hand side is given by3
3Note that the quadrature process is greatly simplified because of the choice of Gauss–Legendre nodes both for the quadrature
and the Lagrangian basis functions in (10) and (11).
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r(α)m = α(0)φm(0)−∆tF (α(tm))wm, m = 0, 1.
r(α) = α(0)φ(0)−∆t
(
F (α(t1))w1
F (α(t2))w2.
)
.
Then, the coefficients α are given by
α(k+1) = M−1r(α(k)).
Finally, use α(k+1) to reconstruct the solution at the time step tn+1:
αn+1 = φ(1)Tα(k+1).
2.1 Historical ADER
In the community, the term ADER is often associated with the historical approach. In order to establish
the difference between the modern version of ADER and the historical one, we explain the procedure, as
introduced in [24], highlighting the key differences between the two methods.
Solving the same problem as in (1), let us consider tn as starting time and suppose that we have at our
disposal the cell averages: ui(t
n), for i indexing control volumes V .
The method consists of three steps:
1. reconstruction of pointwise values from cell averages (using some reconstruction function R)
R(ui−k, ..., ui+l, tn) = u(x, tn), x ∈ Vi,
2. solution of the generalized Riemann problem at the cell interfaces,
3. evaluation of the intercell flux to be used in the conservative scheme.
The main difference is in step two. In order to solve the generalised Riemann problem at the cell interfaces
(for all local times τ := t− tn), one writes the Taylor expansion of the interface state in time
u(xi+1/2, τ) = u(xi+1/2, 0
+) +
m∑
k=1
[
∂
(k)
t u(xi+1/2, 0
+)
] τk
k!
(15)
Note that the leading term, u(xi+1/2, 0
+), accounts for interactions with the boundary extrapolated values
uL(xi+1/2) and uR(xi+1/2), and it is the Godunov state of the conventional (piece–wise constant data)
Riemann Problem. Typically, an exact or approximate Riemann solver is used to provide the first term of
the approximation.
The next terms are higher order corrections to the 0th Godunov state. The high order derivatives in time
are replaced by derivatives in space by means of the Lax–Wendroff procedure [13].
As in [27], the space derivatives ∂
(k)
x u(x, t) of the solution at (x − xi+1/2, τ) = 0 can be evaluated as the
Godunov states of the following linearized generalized Riemann Problem:
∂tu
(k) +A(u(xi+1/2, 0
+))∂xu
(k) = 0,
u(k)(x, 0) =
{
∂
(k)
x uL(xi+1/2), x < xi+1/2,
∂
(k)
x uR(xi+1/2), x > xi+1/2.
.
(16)
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The initial condition for the Riemann Problem (16) above is given by differentiating the high–order recon-
struction polynomial with respect to x. Having all derivatives in terms of their spatial component, the Taylor
expansion (15) can be evaluated as
u(xi+1/2, τ) = a0 + a1τ + a2τ
2 + ...+ amτ
m (17)
for aj containing all the constants not depending on τ . This expression approximates the interface state for
0 ≤ τ ≤ ∆t to (m+ 1)−th order of accuracy.
Finally, to evaluate the numerical flux (now in time as well), an appropriate Gaussian rule is used:
Fˆi+1/2 =
M∑
q=0
F (u(xi+1/2, t
q∆t))ωq,
where tq, ωq are nodes and weights of the quadrature rule, and M + 1 the number of nodes.
2.2 ADER space–time DG
Up to now, we have presented the modern and historical ADER approach from our point of view. However,
to clarify again that our description of the modern ADER used in 2 is indeed equivalent with the one used
inter alia in [29], we focus again on it. We hope that the understanding for ADER will be much simpler
with this different perspective.
We follow now [29] where ADER is presented as a space–time DG approach. They use time and space test
functions, which are the tensor products of basis functions in time and basis functions in space. We can
write their formulation in our setting. Hence, we define the new basis functions
θpq(x, t) := Φp(x)φq(t), (18)
where Φ are the basis functions in space and φ are the basis functions in time. With the Einstein summation
notation, the reconstruction variable is
u(x, t) = upqθpq(x, t) =
∑
p
∑
q
upqΦp(x)φq(t). (19)
Let us consider a hyperbolic problem given as
∂tu(x, t) +∇ · F (u(x, t)) = 0, x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rd, t > 0 (20)
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. We consider the weak solution of (20) in space–time. Let
us define a space–time cell, Tn×Vi, given by the tensor product of a timestep Tn and a volume cell Vi ⊂ Rd.
We multiply (20) by test function θrs(x, t) and integrate over the defined control volume:∫
Tn×Vi
θrs(x, t)∂tθpq(x, t)u
pqdxdt+
∫
Tn×Vi
θrs(x, t)∇ · F (θpq(x, t)upq)dxdt = 0. (21)
We also introduce the following definitions
uq(x) = Φp(x)u
pq, up(t) := φq(t)u
pq. (22)
Now, we apply Gauss theorem (e.g. integration by parts) in time and space and obtain
0 =
∫
Vi
Φr(x)Φp(x)dx
(
φs(t
n+1)φq(t
n+1)upq − φs(tn)up(tn)−
∫
Tn
∂tφs(t)φq(t)dtu
pq
)
+∫
Tn
φs(t)φq(t)dt
(∫
∂Vi
Φr(x)G(uq,+(x), uq,−(x)) · ndx−
∫
Vi
∇ · Φr(x)F (uq(x))dx
)
,
(23)
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where G is a classical numerical two-point flux, u+ is the value of u inside Vi and u− is the value of u in the
neighboring cell and the normal vector n is pointing outwards. We define the spatial mass matrix and the
time mass matrix as
Mx
rp
:=
∫
Vi
Φr(x)Φp(x)dx, M
t
sq
:=
∫
Tn
φs(t)φq(t)dt. (24)
Splitting as done in (9) into a linear left–hand side and a non–linear right–hand side, we obtain
Mx
rp
(
φs(t
n+1)φq(t
n+1)−
∫
Tn
∂tφs(t)φq(t)dt
)
upq =
Mx
rp
φs(t
n)up(tn)−Mt
sq
(∫
∂Vi
Φr(x)G(uq,+(x), uq,−(x)) · ndx−
∫
Vi
∇ · Φr(x)F (uq(x))dx
)
.
(25)
Using the Picard iteration process we obtain, again
M
rspq
upq,(k+1) = r(u(k))rs, (26)
where
M
rspq
:= Mx
rp
(
φs(t
n+1)φq(t
n+1)−
∫
Tn
∂tφs(t)φq(t)dt
)
, (27)
r(u(k))rs:= M
x
rp
φs(t
n)up(tn)−Mt
sq
(∫
∂Vi
Φr(x)G(uq,+(x), uq,−(x)) · ndx−
∫
Vi
∇ · Φr(x)F (uq(x))dx
)
. (28)
Remark 2.2. We presented here in detail the ADER–DG method. Considering the (27), one notice that
the full space–time matrix, actually depends on several different mass matrices, i.e., on Mx
rp
and on Mt
sq
.
Changes in the space discretization affect only the space discretisation matrix Mx
rp
, one can, for example,
consider different schemes like Flux Reconstruction which are working with the differential formulation of
the PDE. Nevertheless, the time–integration structure of the matrix (27) given by the ADER approach will
stay the same. That is why we can consider the ADER to be a time integration method.
3 Deferred Correction Methods
In this section, we focus on the Deferred Correction (DeC) method which was introduced by Dutt et al.
[6] and then reinterpreted by Abgrall [1]. It is an explicit, arbitrary high order method for ODEs but further
extensions of DeC, including implicit, semi-implicit or modified Patankar versions, can be found nowadays
in the literature [4, 16, 19].
Since we want to embed the modern ADER approach into this framework, we focus only on the explicit
version. Therefore, we use the notation of DeC introduced by Abgrall in [1] because, in our opinion, it is
more convenient to prove accuracy than in previous works [6, 4, 14]. Actually, Abgrall focuses on DeC as
a time integration scheme in the context of finite element methods. In particular, when using continuous
Galerkin schemes for the space discretization and applying RK methods, a sparse mass matrix has to be
inverted. Through the DeC approach, one can avoid the mass matrix inversion.
The main core of all the DeC algorithms is the same and it is based on the Picard-Lindelo¨f theorem in the
continuous setting. The theorem states the existence and uniqueness of solutions for ODEs. The classical
proof makes use of the so–called Picard iterations to minimize the error and to prove the convergence of the
method, which is nothing else than a fixed–point problem. The foundation of DeC relies on mimicking the
Picard iterations and the fixed–point iteration process at the discrete level.
Here, we see already some connection between the two approaches. Indeed, the approximation error decreases
with several iteration steps. For the description of DeC, let us consider the system of ODEs as in (4)
α′(t) + F (α) = 0,
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with α : [0, T ]→ RI . Abgrall introduces two operators: L1 and L2. The L1 operator represents a low-order
easy–to–solve numerical scheme, e.g. the explicit Euler method, and L2 is a high-order operator that can
present difficulties in its practical solution, e.g. an implicit RK scheme or a collocation method. We use here
on purpose the L1,L2 nomenclature since we will see that actually this is the key point in the connection.
The DeC method can be written as a combination of these two operators.
Given a timeinterval [tn, tn+1] we subdivide it into M subintervals {[tn,m−1, tn,m]}Mm=1, where tn,0 = tn and
tn,M = tn+1 and we mimic for every subinterval [t0, tm] the Picard–Lindelo¨f theorem for both operators L1
and L2. We drop the dependency on the timestep n for subtimesteps tn,m and substates αm,n as denoted
in Figure 1.
tn = tn,0 = t0
α0
tn,1 = t1
α1
tn,m = tm
αm
tn,M = tM = tn+1
αM
Figure 1: Figure: divided time interval
Then, the L2 operator is given by
L2(α0, . . . ,αM ) :=

αM −α0 − ∫ tM
t0
IM (F (α0), . . . , F (αM )) = αM −α0 −
∑M
r=0
∫ tM
t0
F (αr)ϕr(s)ds
...
α1 −α0 − ∫ t1
t0
IM (F (α0), . . . , F (αM )) = α1 −α0 −
∑M
r=0
∫ t1
t0
F (αr)ϕr(s)ds
.
(29)
Here, the term IM denotes an interpolation polynomial of order M evaluated at the points {tn,r}Mr=0. In
particular, we use Lagrange polynomials {ϕr}Mr=0, where ϕr(tn,m) = δr,m and
∑M
r=0 ϕr(s) ≡ 1 for any
s ∈ [0, 1]. Using these properties, we can actually compute the integral of the interpolants, thanks to a
quadrature rule in the same points {tm}Mm=0 with weights θmr :=
∫ tn,m
tn
ϕr(s)ds. We can rewrite
L2(α0, . . . ,αM ) =

αM −α0 −∆t∑Mr=0 θMr F (αr)
...
α1 −α0 −∆t∑Mr=0 θ1rF (αr)
. (30)
The L2 operator represents an (M + 1)th order numerical scheme (collocation method) if set equal to zero,
i.e., L2(α0, . . . ,αM ) = 0. Unfortunately, the resulting scheme is implicit and, further, the terms F may be
nonlinear. Because of this, the only L2 = 0 formulation is not explicit and more efforts have to be made to
solve it.
For this purpose, we introduce a simplification of the L2 operator. Instead of using a quadrature formula at
the points {tm}Mm=0 we evaluate the integral in equation (29) applying the left Riemann sum. The resulting
operator L1 is given by the forward Euler discretization for each state αm in the timeinterval, i.e.,
L1(α0, . . . ,αM ) :=

αM −α0 − βM∆tF (α0)
...
α1 −α0 − β1∆tF (α0)
. (31)
with coefficients βm := t
m−t0
tM−t0 .
To simplify the notation and to describe DeC, as before, we introduce the vector of states for the variable α
at all subtimesteps
α := (α0, . . . ,αM ) ∈ RM×I , such that (32)
L1(α) := L1(α0, . . . ,αM ) and L2(α) := L2(α0, . . . ,αM ). (33)
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Now, the DeC algorithm uses a combination of the L1 and L2 operators to provide an iterative procedure.
The aim is to recursively approximate α∗, the numerical solution of the L2(α∗) = 0 scheme, similarly to the
Picard iterations in the continuous setting. The successive states of the iteration process will be denoted
by the superscript (k), where k is the iteration index, e.g. α(k) ∈ RM×I . The total number of iterations
(also called correction steps) is denoted by K. To describe the procedure, we have to refer to both the m-th
subtimestep and the k-th iteration of the DeC algorithm. We will indicate the variable by αm,(k) ∈ RI .
Finally, the DeC method can be written as
DeC Algorithm
α0,(k) := α(tn), k = 0, . . . ,K,
αm,(0) := α(tn), m = 1, . . . ,M
L1(α(k)) = L1(α(k−1))− L2(α(k−1)) with k = 1, . . . ,K,
(34)
where K is the number of iterations that we want to compute. Using the procedure (34), we need, in
particular, as many iterations as the desired order of accuracy, i.e., K = M + 1.
Notice that, in every step, we solve the equations for the unknown variables α(k) which appears only in the
L1 formulation, the operator that can be easily inverted. Conversely, L2 is only applied to already computed
predictions of the solution α(k−1). Therefore, the scheme 34 is completely explicit and arbitrary high order
as stated in [1] with the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let L1 and L2 be two operators defined on RM×I , which depend on the discretization
scale ∆ = ∆t, such that
• L1 is coercive with respect to a norm, i.e., ∃ γ1 > 0 independent of ∆, such that for any α,d we have
that
γ1||α− d|| ≤ ||L1(α)− L1(d)||,
• L1 − L2 is Lipschitz with constant γ2 > 0 uniformly with respect to ∆, i.e., for any α,d
||(L1(α)− L2(α))− (L1(d)− L2(d))|| ≤ γ2∆||α− d||.
We also assume that there exists a unique α∗∆ such that L2(α∗∆) = 0. Then, if η := γ2γ1 ∆ < 1, the DeC is
converging to α∗ and after k iterations the error ||α(k) −α∗|| is smaller than ηk||α(0) −α∗||.
Proofs of this proposition and of the hypotheses of the proposition for operators L1 and L2 such as (31) and
(30) can be found in [1, 2, 19].
The condition for η comes actually from the fixed–point theorem and has to be guaranteed that the iterative
process converges. Before, we focus on the relation between DeC and ADER we give the following remark.
Remark 3.2. • In the L1 operator, one can use higher order time integration methods than the explicit
Euler method. In principle, this increases the convergence rate in the iteration process. However, an
accuracy drop down can be observed in some cases. This is due to the fact that the smoothness of the
error is not given anymore, c.f. [4].
• In our description of DeC both endpoints are included. However, also Gauss-Legendre nodes like in
example 2.1 can be used. Then, the approximation at the endpoint is done via extrapolation, see [6].
• Finally, any DeC method can be interpreted as a RK scheme [4]. The main difference between RK
and DeC is that the latter gives a general approach to the time discretization and does not require a
specification of the coefficients for every order of accuracy.
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4 Relation between DeC and ADER
What we see up to now was a repetition of the DeC and ADER approaches. Both are based on an iterative
procedure and mainly the foundation is given by the same fixed–point iteration method. In the following,
we point out the relation between these two methods, namely, we show how ADER can be expressed as
DeC and vice versa. This relation can be used to prove a new theoretical result for the ADER algorithm.
The number of iterations needed to the Picard process can be chosen equal to the accuracy order we aim to
reach. This result can be used in a general setting, providing few hypotheses on the operators, extending
the result of [11].
4.1 ADER as DeC
First, we start to show how the modern ADER can be put into the DeC framework which we have described
in section 3. Therefore, let us rewrite the L2 operator from section 2. It is given in equation (7) and (12).
It is
L2(α) := Mα− r(α),
where M is the previously defined invertible mass matrix. For the DeC algorithm 34, we need further an
low–order explicit operator. For the ADER, we choose the same low order operator of the DeC, namely,
L1(α) := Mα− r(α(tn)). (35)
Actually, we have to mention that this operator is not really unique and can be defined in different ways,
since all the information is already included in the L2 operator for the ADER–DeC approach (see remark
4.1). Nevertheless, the choice of (35) is useful for the hypotheses of the proposition 3.1, because, in this way,
the difference of the two operators will be Lipschitz continuous.
Then, we obtain the ADER-DeC algorithm:
L1(α(k)) = L1(α(k−1))− L2(α(k−1)), k = 1, . . . ,K,
defining α(k),0 = α(tn), ∀k. Hence, we can explicitly write it as
Mα(k+1) − r(α(k+1)(tn))−Mα(k) + r(α(k)(tn)) + Mα(k) − r(α(k)) = 0
Mα(k+1) − r(α(k)) = 0.
which is nothing more than the discrete fixed–point problem in equation (12).
Remark 4.1. The operator L2 already comprises the information needed in the fixed–point iteration. Nev-
ertheless, the L1 operator serves us to easily prove the convergence up to the required order of accuracy of
the process. Finally, we like to mention that one can also define the operators as{
L1(α) := α−M−1r(α(tn)),
L2(α) := α−M−1r(α). (36)
and obtain an analog result. We use this expression when demonstrating the accuracy property in subsection
4.3.
4.2 DeC as ADER
Here, we will show that the DeC scheme can be derived from the ADER method. The essential difference is
the choice of appropriate basis functions. This is mainly related to the definition of the L2 operator in the
DeC framework. If we rewrite (29)
L2(α) :=

αM −α0 − ∫ tM
t0
IM (F (α0), . . . , F (αM )) = αM −α0 −
∑M
r=0
∫ tM
t0
F (αr)ϕr(t)dt
...
α1 −α0 − ∫ t1
t0
IM (F (α0), . . . , F (αM )) = α1 −α0 −
∑M
r=0
∫ t1
t0
F (αr)ϕr(t)dt
.
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and focus on the m-th line, which reads
αm −α0 −
M∑
r=0
F (αr)
∫ tm
t0
ϕr(t)dt = 0,
we can rewrite the L2 operator in the following form
χ[t0,tm](t
m)αm − χ[t0,tm](t0)α0 −
M∑
r=0
F (αr)
∫ tM
t0
χ[t0,tm](t)ϕr(t)dt = 0, (37)
where χ[t0,tm] is the characteristic function in the interval [t
0, tm], i. e.,
χ[t0,tm](t) =
{
1, if t ∈ [t0, tm],
0, else.
(38)
Therefore, we can actually include the integration also for the first two terms of equation (37), resulting in∫ tM
t0
χ[t0,tm](t)∂t (α(t)) dt−
M∑
r=0
F (αr)
∫ tM
t0
χ[t0,tm](t)ϕm(t)dt = 0, (39)∫
Tn
ψm(t)∂tα(t)dt−
∫
Tn
ψm(t)F (α(t))dt = 0, (40)
where ψm(t) = χ[t0,tm](t) are the chosen test functions.
If we compare (40) with the beginning ADER formulation (5) and (6), we notice that they differ just in the
choice of the test functions. If for the ADER approach we chose test functions to be the basis functions, in
the DeC method we considered different test functions.
Inserting this in the DeC algorithm, we obtain
χ[t0,tm](tm)α
m,(k) = χ[t0,tm](t0)α
0 −
M∑
r=0
F (αr,(k−1))
∫ tM
t0
χ[t0,tm](t)ϕm(t)dt.
If we compare this equation with the fixed–point iteration of ADER (13), we can observe what the discrete
methods differ in the mass matrix. However, the difference in the test functions leads to different processes
in the construction of the iterative matrices. In DeC, one can not use integration by part in time, because
the test functions are discontinuous. This is not a problem, since the basis functions in time are continuous
and the derivatives can be applied directly there. By changing the test function also in the DeC approach,
we can use the technique described in section 2, resulting in the ADER formulation.
Conclusion 4.2. ADER is equivalent to DeC and vice versa, up to few details. The major difference
between the two approaches presented and used in [5] and [1] is the choice of the test functions and the
resulting iteration matrix.
4.3 On the Accuracy of ADER
Knowing conclusion 4.2, we can finally use the DeC framework to prove the order condition for the ADER
methods. Therefore, we redefine for simplicity the L1 and L2 operators, resulting in{
L1(α) := α−M−1r(α(tn))
L2(α) := α−M−1r(α). (41)
Following the approach from [1], we need to show that
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C.1 L1 is coercive
C.2 L1 − L2 is Lipschitz continuous with constant β∆
C.3 There exists a unique solution of L2, i.e., L2(α∗) = 0
in order to apply the DeC Theorem.
The next proposition shows condition C.1, i. e., the coercivity of the operator L1.
Proposition 4.3 (Coercivity of L1). Given any α,d, such that the explicit data coincides α(tn) = d(tn),
there exists a positive C0 such that the operator L1 fulfills
‖L1(α)− L1(d)‖ ≥ C0 ‖α− d‖ .
Proof. We remind that the beginning states coincide for all variables, i.e., α(tn) = d(tn). Consider any norm
‖·‖, from the definition (35) we have ∥∥L1(α)− L1(d)∥∥ = ‖α− d‖ .
Therefore, we prove the statement with C0 = 1.
With the following proposition, we prove condition C.2, the Lipschitz continuity of the difference of operators.
Proposition 4.4 (Lipschitz continuity of the L1 −L2 operator). Let α, d be in RM×I . Then, the operator
L1 − L2 is Lipschitz continuous with constant CA := ∆tβ, i. e.,∥∥(L1(α)− L2(α))− (L1(d)− L2(d))∥∥ ≤ CA ‖α− d‖ (42)
where β is independent of ∆t.
Proof. First, we note that the first stages coincide for α and d, i.e., α(tn) = d(tn). Then, we get∥∥(L1(α)− L2(α))− (L1(d)− L2(d))∥∥
=
∥∥α−M−1r(α(tn))−α+ M−1r(α)− d+ M−1r(d(tn)) + d−M−1r(d)∥∥
=
∥∥M−1 (r(α)− r(d))∥∥
≤∥∥M−1∥∥ ‖r(α)− r(d)‖ ,
where we have just used the definition of the operators and basic linear algebra properties. Now, we have
to exploit the structure of the mass matrix (10) and of the right–hand side (11). Recalling again that
α(tn) = d(tn), the difference of the two right–hand sides can be written, for every m = 1, ...,M , as
r(α)m − r(d)m
=φm(t
n)α(tn)−∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφm(t
q
z)F (φ(t
q
z)
Tα)− φm(tn)d(tn) + ∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφm(t
q
z)F (φ(t
q
z)
Td)
=∆t
Z∑
z=0
wzφm(t
q
z)
(
F (φ(tqz)
Td)− F (φ(tqz)Tα)
)
,
and using the boundedness of the basis functions φm and of the weights wz and the Lipschitz continuity of
the function F , we obtain that
‖r(α)− r(d)‖ ≤ ∆tCr ‖α− d‖ . (43)
Then, the mass matrix is constant and invertible for the common points distributions, hence, the norm of
its inverse does not depend on ∆t and can be bounded by a coefficient CM ∈ R+. Overall, we can write that∥∥(L1(α)− L2(α))− (L1(d)− L2(d))∥∥ ≤ ∆tCMCr ‖α− d‖ , (44)
proving the statement.
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Theorem 4.5 (Convergence of ADER - DeC). The two operators as defined in (41) and used in the DeC
algorithm (34) gives an approximate solution with order of accuracy equal to min(M + 1,K).
Proof. Let us denote by α∗ the solution of L2(α∗) = 0. We obviously have
L1(α∗) = L1(α∗)− L2(α∗),
so that with the coercivity of the L1 operator∥∥∥α(k) −α∗∥∥∥ ≤ C0 ∥∥∥L1(α(k))− L1(α∗)∥∥∥ (45)
=
∥∥∥L1(α(k−1))− L2(α(k−1))− L1(α∗) + L2(α∗)∥∥∥ (46)
≤ β∆t
∥∥∥α(k−1) −α∗∥∥∥ , (47)
where, in (45) we have used the condition C.1 on the coercivity of L1 and in (47) we have applied condition
C.2 on the Lipschitz continuity of the operator L1−L2. This implies that after each iteration step we obtain
one order of accuracy more than in the previous iteration. After K iterations, we finally get∥∥∥α(K) −α∗∥∥∥ ≤ βK∆tK ‖α(tn)−α∗‖ .
Moreover, we know that α∗ is an approximation of order M + 1 of the exact solution αex. So, overall we get∥∥∥α(K) −αex∥∥∥ ≤ ‖α∗ −αex‖+ (β∆t)K ∥∥∥α∗ −α(0)∥∥∥ ≤ C∗ (∆tM+1 + (β∆t)K)
which proves the statement of the theorem.
Remark 4.6. In our study, we considered equidistant, Gauss–Lobatto and Gauss–Legendre nodes. For these
types of nodes, we can guarantee that the mass matrix M has full rank and, hence, it is invertible. Questions
concerning the condition numbers of these matrices and related topics will be part of future research.
5 Numerics
In this section, we verify our analysis by numerical simulations and also consider the stability for ADER in
this context. This is up to our knowledge the first time that the stability conditions of ADER are investigated
and we begin with this. Next, we compare the performance of DeC and ADER in the ODE case for linear
and nonlinear scalar equations as well as ODE systems. To finish this section, we apply both approaches in
a simple PDE case where the space discretization is done via a Discontinuous Galerkin method.
5.1 Stability Conditions
We study and compare the A-stability property of ADER and DeC. We have to mention that stability for
different kind of DeC methods are already studied in the first work by Dutt et al. [6] but, here, we investigate
for the first time the simplified version introduced by Abgrall [1]. Even if the differences are small, we present
the results for the sake of completeness.
Consider the test problem
y′(t) = λy(t) (48)
y(0) = 1 (49)
where λ is complex. In figure 2, the left picture shows the stability regions for ADER and DeC methods
using Gauss–Lobatto nodes and different orders. The stability regions mapped each other and no differences
can be seen. In the right picture of figure 2, we show the stability regions for both ADER and DeC methods,
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using different collocation points for the subtimesteps, namely, equispaced, Gauss–Legendre and Gauss–
Lobatto nodes. We verify that the choice of the collocation points for the substeps does not interfere with
the stability region. Furthermore, both methods seem identical for different orders (2 to 5). Further studies
revealed that the different subtimestep locations (Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Lobatto and equispaced points)
yielded no difference in the stability region for DeC and ADER.
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Figure 2: Stability region
5.2 Convergence error
In this section we report on the convergence rates of DeC and ADER, for different nodal placement of the
subtime steps and for different problems.
We compute the absolute discrete L2 error taken over all the constituents (e.g. if considering systems of
ODEs) and all the timesteps {tn}Nn=0.
E =
(
1
N
N∑
n=1
1
I
I∑
i=1
(yi(t
n)− yni )2
) 1
2
.
Whenever there is no analytical solution readily available, we use ODE integrators written in Julia [20] to
compute a high accuracy numerical solution. These integrators use a couple of routines to select a proper
numerical method for the specific type of problem. The error tolerance is set to 10−16.
5.2.1 Scalar case
We start by considering the same simple linear, scalar test case as in (48), with the initial condition, for
t ∈ [0, 0.1].
y(0) = 1.
Figure 3 shows the error convergence for the DeC and ADER methods, using Gauss-Lobatto nodal placement
and equidistant and Gauss-Legendre nodal placements, respectively. We note that at lower orders and when
the error is far enough from machine precision, all methods seem to behave the same. However, at the
highest reported orders, we note that ADER EQ (denoting the equispaced nodes) does not converge with
the right order. We suspected that the cause of this is the higher condition number of the mass matrix
produced with equispaced nodes. It is well known that Gauss–Legendre and Gauss–Lobatto nodes have
better stability properties. DeC is not affected by this particular problem because it does not require a mass
matrix. Another problem that may arise are the negative weights related to the equispaced nodes. They are
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Figure 3: Convergence curves for ADER and DeC,
varying the approximation order and collocation of
nodes for the subtimesteps for a scalar linear ODE
(48).
Figure 4: Convergence curves for ADER and DeC,
varying the approximation order and collocation of
nodes for the subtimesteps for a scalar nonlinear
ODE (50).
present from ninth order on and also the classical Runge phenomena can appear. This is also true, of course,
for ADER EQ. Furthermore, ADER GL (denoting Gauss–Legendre nodes) also shows a strange behavior at
high orders and high resolutions. We believe this is because of the required extrapolatory step to compute
the solution at tn+1, only necessary when using nodes that do not include the boundaries of the interval.
The difference between ADER GLB and DeC GLB seem to be negligible.
Next, we consider the nonlinear scalar problem
y′(t) = −k|y(t)|y(t)
y(0) = 1,
(50)
with k = 1 and t ∈ [0, 0.1].
Figure 4 shows the error convergence for the DeC and ADER methods, using Gauss–Lobatto nodal placement,
equidistant and Gauss–Legendre nodal placements, respectively. The behaviour of the different schemes is
similar to the one reported in the scalar linear case.
5.2.2 Systems
We consider a simple biological model that models the transfer of biomass, given by a set of linear ODEs
y′1(t) = −y1(t) + 3y2(t)
y′2(t) = −3y2(t) + 5y3(t)
y′3(t) = −5y3(t),
(51)
with the initial conditions
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(y1(0), y2(0), y3(0)) = (0, 0, 10),
and we let t ∈ [0, 1].
The analytical solution is given as
y1(t) =
15
8
y3(0)
(
e−5t − 2e−3t + e−t)
y2(t) =
5
2
y3(0)
(
e−5t + e−3t
)
y3(t) = y3(0)e
−5t.
In figure 5, we show the error convergence for the DeC and ADER methods using different nodal placements.
Again, everything is as expected and we obtain the desired convergence rates.
Lotka–Volterra equations
In the last test for ODEs, we consider the Lotka–Volterra equations [3] that describe the dynamics of a
two–species system in which one is a predator and the other its prey. The following nonlinear equations
describe the dynamics of the prey (y1) and the predator (y2):
y′1(t) = αy1(t)− βy1(t)y2(t)
y′2(t) = −γy2(t) + δy1(t)y2(t)
(52)
where α is the growth rate of the prey, β the predation rate, δ the predator food conversion efficiency and
γ the predator mortality.
We use the following initial conditions and parameters
(y1(0), y2(0)) = (1, 2)
(α, β, δ, γ) = (1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.2),
(53)
and we let t ∈ [0, 5].
Again, figure 6 shows the error convergence for the DeC and ADER methods, using different nodal place-
ments. In figures 7 and 8, we show the solution to the initial conditions (53) and for t ∈ [0, 100], comparing
the performance of ADER and DEC (with Gauss–Lobatto nodes) at different orders and resolutions.
5.2.3 PDE case
We consider the advection equation, a 1-dimensional scalar, linear partial differential equation, given by the
initial value problem
∂tu+ a∂xu = 0, x ∈ R, t > 0
a ∈ R
u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ R.
(54)
We consider the initial conditions
u0(x) = sin(2pix) x ∈ [0, 1].
We discretize the equation with the method of lines. The space operator is discretized with a Flux Recon-
struction (FR) method, whereas the time integration is performed with ADER or DEC (using the different
collocation points for the subtimesteps). From figure 9, we observe the appropriate convergence rates at
T = 1.
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Figure 5: Convergence curves for ADER and DeC,
varying the approximation order and collocation of
nodes for the subtimesteps for the system of linear
ODEs (51).
Figure 6: Convergence curves for ADER and DeC,
varying the approximation order and collocation of
nodes for the subtimesteps for the system of nonlin-
ear ODEs (52).
Finally, we consider the Burgers’ equation, a 1–dimensional scalar, nonlinear partial differential equation,
given by the initial value problem
∂tu+ u∂xu = 0, x ∈ R, t > 0
u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ R.
(55)
We consider the initial conditions
u0(x) = tanh(10x− 5) x ∈ [0, 1],
with t ∈ [0, 0.05].
Again, the space operator is discretized with a FR method, whereas the time integration is performed with
ADER or DEC (using the different collocation points for the subtimesteps). From figures 11 and 12, we
observe the appropriate convergence rates, with no noticeable differences between the different collocation
points. The reference solution is a high resolution numerical solution, interpolated at the necessary spatial
points to compute the error. It is to note that the solution in the ADER case was more stable when the
update was performed in the following way:
u(tn+1) = u(tn)−∆t∂x
∫
Tn
f(φ(t)
T
α(k+1)),
rather than
u(tn+1) = φ(1)
T
α(k+1).
This made no significant difference for the linear advection case.
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Figure 7: Numerical solution of the Lotka-Volterra system (52), using initial conditions (53) using ADER with
Gauss–Lobatto nodes at different orders. The top figure uses a timestep ∆T = 1, the bottom figure ∆T = 0.5.
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Figure 8: Numerical solution of the Lotka-Volterra system (52), using initial conditions (53) using DEC with Gauss-
Lobatto nodes at different orders. The top figure uses a timestep ∆T = 1, the bottom figure ∆T = 0.5.
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Figure 9: Convergence curves for ADER, varying the
approximation order and collocation of nodes for the
subtimesteps for the linear advection equation (54).
Figure 10: Convergence curves for DeC, varying the
approximation order and collocation of nodes for the
subtimesteps for the linear advection equation (54).
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Figure 11: Convergence curves for ADER using SD
for the space discretization for the Burgers’ Equation
(55).
Figure 12: Convergence curves for DeC using SD
for the space discretization for the Burgers’ Equa-
tion (55).
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6 Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we have demonstrated the connection between the DeC framework and the ADER approach.
In particular, we showed that ADER can be interpreted as DeC, as well as DeC is equivalent to ADER up
to a choice of test functions.
Since we embed ADER in the theoretical DeC framework, we were able to demonstrate theoretical results for
ADER, e.g. how many iterations are needed to obtaine the desired order, extending the the results of [11].
Further, we investigate the stability regions for both approaches which supports and verifies our theoretical
consideration.
This connection was explored numerically on a variety of tests, with ODEs and PDEs. At the same time, we
also studied the influence of the choice of collocation points in time and verified that there was not much of
a difference, except that for very high orders, equidistant nodes seem to lose the convergence order and we
attribute this to the fact that the condition number of the mass matrix degrades as the order is increased.
This fact affects ADER but not DeC, as the latter bypasses the mass matrix by construction. Furthermore,
at high orders, we also observed that the use of Gauss–Legendre collocation points, which requires a step of
extrapolation in the ODE case, seemed to have a worse performance than when using Gauss–Lobatto nodes.
We hope that, with this paper, the modern ADER approach and DeC become clearer to the community
and that it becomes clear that these methods are very similar. Furthermore, since we have provided some
theoretical background for ADER as a time–integration scheme, many further extensions are possible and
new questions can be asked: for example, what is the relation between ADER and RK methods, as it
was already done for DeC in [4]. Another possibility is to rewrite ADER in SSP formulation, in the spirit
of [14], or to build ADER schemes which are positivity preserving and conservative by using a Patankar
trick [10, 19]. Finally, extensions to relaxation approaches introduced by Ketcheson et al. [12, 21] are also
possible to construct entropy conservative ADER schemes, where this is already work in progress for the
DeC approach.
Finally, in spirit of open science, all codes used to produce this paper are available in [9].
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